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Gold Standard Conference: Grow
to Zero

The finance landscape is diverse: not
«one» investors
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Investors are key for climate change
To trigger a change towards sustainable
economy : There is a finance need of 780
billion USD / a to finance decarbonization*

To address environmental degradation:
Today, 670 Billion USD / a are invested in
additional fossil fuel reserves

Huge Investment Gap and Disconnection between regulators and
politics working toward a 2C° goal and the fossil fuel industry
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Middle-and long term risks for investors
stemming from climate change
Regulation: «Between 60-80% of coal, oil and gas reserves of publicly listed
companies are ‘unburnable’ if the world is to have a chance of not exceeding global
warming of 2°C” (so-called “carbon bubble”)
Source: Carbon tracker

Economics
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HSBC April 2015, Stranded Assets, what next?

Innovation:
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Fossil fuel investments :
increasingly risky
1. Dept S&P (2012): Climate regulation
could result in downgrading of fossile
fuel companies.
2.

Equity HSBC (2013) : Climate
regulation could trigger Domino-effect:
40 - 60% loss of market capitaization
of oil & gas titles.
3. Kepler Chevreux: (2014)
Under a 450-ppm Scenario, the
fossil-fuel industry would stand to
lose USD28trn of gross revenues
over the next two decades.
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What can investors do to
manage risks?
Strategies to Act
Divest

Avoid Fossil Fuel Exposure Entirely

Decarbonize

Set targets to lower the carbon intensity of the porfolio

Hedge

Invest in the «winner» of the low carbon economy

Communicate

Be transparent on your carbon exposure

Engage

Engage with companies to transform their business
models

Integrate

Integrate carbon data in the financial valuation model:
Internalization of externalities

Source: WWF, adapted from Southpole Carbon

Investors are starting to move
Montreal Carbon Pledge
25. September 2014 at the UN
Climate Summit
“US$10 trillion in assets under
management, as of the United
Nations Climate Change
Conference (COP21) in December
2015 in Paris”

120 Signatories up to today

Portfolio
Decarbonisation
Coalition 23. September 2014 at
the
UN Climate
Summit investors have
“Leading
institutional
joined forces to substantially reduce
the carbon footprint of US$100 billion
of institutional investment worldwide
until COP21”.

Membership at $600bn up to today
and 26 members
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Divestment movement has
picked up

Source: http://gofossilfree.org/commitments/
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Institutional Investors
Increasingly Invest in
Renewable Energy

Source: Shifting Private Finance Towards Climate-Friendly Investments, EC, 2015
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New Regulations for Asset
Owners and Pension Funds are
coming in place
Article 48 of the French Energy Transition Law (May 2015):
«Institutional investors (insurance companies, public institutions, public pension
funds) shall include in their annual report,and make available to their
beneficiaries, information on how their investment decision---making process
takes social, environmental and governance criteria into consideration, and
the means implemented to contribute to the financing of the ecological and
energy transition. This includes: risks induced by climate change, including the
GHG emissions associated with assets owned»

France now requires institutional investors to disclose on ESG
integration and risks stemming from Climate change
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Examples of Climate Strategy
Le Fond Français des Retraites (FRR):
The fund has a very clear climate change strategy in five points and clearly states
that they do not exclude any sectors:
1) Measuring its carbon footprint and the exposure of its portfolios to fossil fuel
reserves.
2) Reducing the carbon footprint (emissions and fossil fuel reserves) of its
portfolios and therefore the associated carbon risk.
3) Investing in renewable energy and innovative technologies.
4) Pursuing dialogue with institutional investors and issuers as part of a policy of
engagement centered around existing collaborative initiatives (PRI, IIGCC, …).
5) Encouraging issuers to adopt virtuous behavior by promoting greater
transparency of information
Source: http://www.fondsdereserve.fr/en/socially-responsible-investment/the-frr-and-climate-change
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Examples of Climate Strategy
The Swedish Fund AP4
• Climate change and governance are the two pillars of the ESG
strategies of the fund.
• AP4’s strategy is to decrease their carbon footprint without excluding
any sectors by excluding companies with high greenhouse gas
emissions and companies with large fossil fuel reserves.
• AP4 has a target of 100 % of global equities portfolio in low-carbon
strategies by 2020. The fund is a founding member of the Potfolio
Decarbonisation Coalition (CDP)
More information on their climate strategy:
http://www.ap4.se/en/esg/climate-change-a-focus-area/
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Quelle: 350.org

ÜThe majority of oil, coal and gas reserves have to stay in the
ground!
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Total Investments in
Renewable Energy

Source: A Year for the Record Books, Clean Energy Canada 2015

$367 billion was
invested in
renewable
energy around
the world
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Illustration, Responsible Business
Conduct und Langfristige
Risikominimierung (1):

«Pensionskassen müssen Ihren Einfluss als Investorinnen und Aktionärinnen nutzen um die
schnelle Dekarbonisierung der Wirtschaft voranzutreiben» Ban Ki-moon, 2015 in einem Aufruf
an Investoren, die Finanzierung von Grüner Energie bis 2020 zu verdoppeln.

«Klimafinanzierung ist durch den Zeithorizont, Anlagegrösse und Anlagekategorie -nämlich
Infrastruktur- im Einklang mit den Interessen langfristigen Investoren.» Christina Figueres,
UNFCCC Executive Secretary, 2015

Investitionsvehikel, wie auch vorgeschlagen
von Cambridge Associates:
•

Direkte Investitionen in nachhaltige Infrastruktur

•

Green Bonds

•

YieldCo’s
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The World in 2100, +4°C
Scenario

Yellow and
brown:
largely
inhabitable
areas

Most of today‘s and near future‘s real
estate assets at risk

Source: New Scientist, 2009

Divestment: a $5 trillion
- Fossil
fuel is a large asset class:
challenge?
§ current values of 1’469 listed oil and gas was $4.65 trn. in 2014 /
275 coal companies is $233bn.
-

Attributes in term of scale, liquidity, value growth and dividend yield

-

Other sector offers some of the same attribute but not all of them
§ Information technology : larger with $7trn but pay lower dividends
§ Real Estate Investment trusts pays high dividend yields (>4%) but is
a smaller sector ($1.4 trn. market cap.)
§ Clean energy sector = 106 companies with a total value of $220bn

-Divesting from the coal sector will be easier than oil and gas :
§ Economic rationale (50% down in the past five years)
§ Smaller sector
Source: Fossil fuel divestment: a $5 trillion challenge, Bloomberg 2014
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Existing Tool: Investors Guide
to Carbon Footprinting
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Financial System – an
Overview
Shadow
banking System:
Banks:
Switzerland,
year-end
$71
trillion
in 2012,
2012.
-Commercial
AuM around
CHF 5,565 bn /
(Half
of banking
-Investment
880%
of GDP *** system
assets
117% of GDP)
-Assetand
Management

Re-loan

Central Banks

Invest
Premiums

Invest
contributions
Switzerland: CHF
Pension
732bn
AuM / 118%
of GDP
in 2012
Funds

Contributions
-Deposits
-Loans

Regulate
Total tied assets of
Swiss insurance
Insurances
companies: CHF303 bn
in 2011/ 46% of GDP

Premiums

Individuals
-Deposits
-Loans

Insure

Government
Premiums

Companies

Taxes
Taxes
28.10.2013 21

UNEP Inquiry: What are the critical
factors hindering the transition towards a
more sustainable financial system
1. The failure of prices to reflect true costs
2. The disconnect between long-term impacts and short-term
decisions.
3. The instability of the financial system.

UNEP Inquiry: What are the preconditions for the transition towards a
more sustainable financial system
1. A financial system that serves the needs of the real economy
2. The valuation of true costs
3. The precautionary principle
4. The rule of law

Environmental risks such as climate
change are increasingly recognized by
financial actors and regulators

Bank of England letter to
Environmental Audit
Committee 30th October 2014

Additional work is needed about relevance of
environmental and social issues financial stability
to inform policy options.
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RWE-case Regulation matters: sometime
over night

October 23rd 2012

EU Financial Institutions are
exposed to fossil fuels
Total exposures of the EU financial Institutions to high
carbon sector exceed €1 trillion1. The total estimated
exposures are approximately:
• € 260-330 billion for EU pension funds (appr. 5% of total
assets)
• € 300-400 billion for insurance companies (appr. 4% of total
assets)

1. Source: The Price of Doing Too Little Too Late, The impact of the carbon bubble on the EU financial system,
February 2014.
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Estimated Loss for EU Pension
Fund from Climate Risks
For the EU pension sector as a whole, estimated losses from
a climate shock scenario would be in the range of 2.5% to
3.4%
This implies a loss of € 130-180 billion on € 5,100 of total
assets.
But
→ A slow transition will be more costly
→ Doing nothing causes the largest risks

1. Source: The Price of Doing Too Little Too Late, The impact of the carbon bubble on the EU financial system,
February 2014.
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